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T the conclusion of Hart Crane's The Bridge the poet ecstatically affirms the moment of transfixing re-
x velation which his protagonist has relentlessly 

sought throughout the poem: "the orphie strings,/Side-
real phalanxes, leap and converge:/—One Song, one Bridge 
of F ire ! It is Cathay." 1 In this section, "Atlantis," the 
bridge itself metamorphoses into an astonishing array of 
visual and musical harmony. The section which precedes 
"At lant is" in The Bridge, however, "The Tunnel," is re
lated to the poem's conclusion as necessary prelude: the 
absorption by the protagonist into the dark night, the 
stark confrontation with "Death, aloft" (The Bridge, p. 
68). Only through the descent into the moral and psy
chological inferno can the sunken city beneath the sea 
symbolically rise in its resplendence. It is hardly surpris
ing that the last two sections which make up The Bridge 
recall similar poetic declarations by Crane's contemporary, 
T. S. Eliot. "At lant is" anticipates the "complete consort 
dancing together"- in the mystical intuition of Four Quar
tets, a poem Crane was never to see. "The Tunnel," how
ever, looks back to an earlier work, The Waste Land, a 
poem which precedes The Bridge (1930) by eight years 
and which Crane knew well through "innumerable read
ings." 3 

During the summer of 1926 while residing at the Isle of 
Pines in Cuba, Crane vigorously resumed the writing of 
his "epic of the modern consciousness" (Letters, p. 308) 
on which he had been laboring intermittently and with 
increasing distraction and frustration since he had begun 
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it more than three years earlier. Now, in one month of 
unconstrained creativity Crane found himself suddenly 
piecing together section after section of the poem, and, 
although it was not to be completed for another three and 
a half years, he began sending out the finished parts to the 
magazines. "The Tunnel" was one of the sections written 
at the Isle of Pines, and Crane selected the English quar
terly edited by T. S. Eliot, The Criterion, as the magazine 
for its submission. To the poet's delight Eliot accepted 
the poem and it appeared in November, 1927.4 Shortly 
before its publication, Crane wrote to his patron Otto 
Kahn: "I have been especially gratified by the reception 
accorded me by The Criterion, whose director, Mr. T. S. 
Eliot, is representative of the most exacting literary stand
ards of our times" {Letters, p. 308). 

The choice of Eliot's publication was perhaps not an 
arbitrary one on Crane's part. Indeed, it seems likely that 
he was conscious of the Eliotic overtones of the poem and 
expected Eliot to perceive the same. Subsequent critical 
commentaries likewise have repeatedly discerned the back
ground of El iot in "The Tunnel." None, however, has 
demonstrated the connection except to acknowledge it gen
erally or to point out isolated instances of similar images.5 

There are, however, numerous evidences of linkings be
tween the two poems — especially in the larger structural 
pattern wherein characters within the poem share identi
ties with other characters, frequently through ironic as
sociations. In addition, the poems disclose remarkable 
similarities in imagery, in the use of fragmented conver
sations, and in prosodie variations. Many of these qua
lities in "The Tunnel" almost certanly owe their origin to 
Eliot's poem; some, however, were qualities which other 
poets besides Eliot, especially Pound and Williams, had 
likewise assimilated. Crane's debt to Eliot must therefore 
be acknowledged as both direct and indirect. 

Crane's familiarity with Eliot's verse was profound, and 
his various comments upon its quality and influence in the 
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decade preceding the publication of The Bridge disclose 
an ambivalence that includes both generous praise and 
mounting disdain. As early as November, 1919, Crane 
wrote to Gorham Munson that Eliot was among the few 
poets who were his "steady companions" (Letters, p. 24). 
"More and more am I turning toward Pound and Eliot and 
the minor Elizabethans for values" {Letters, p. 28), he 
reiterated a month later. Echoes from "The Love Song 
of J . Alfred Prufrock" are discernible as early as Crane's 
1917 lyric, "Fear," and as late as the concluding lines of 
"The Wine Menagerie" in 1926. Early in 1920, he des
cribed to Munson the excitement of witnessing a prize
fight in Cleveland and his desire to recapture the exper
ience in verse, "an extreme freshness that has nothing to 
do with the traditional 'dew-on-the-grass' variety." He 
pointed to Eliot as one who "does it often" {Letters, p. 
34), hinting that he had one of the Sweeney-poems in 
mind. The first evidence both of Crane's sense of Eliot's 
burgeoning reputation and his own uneasiness with it oc
curred near the end of 1920 in another letter to Munson 
where he comments on the "Leda" poems of Aldous Hux
ley. Crane saw the poems in "the line of Eliot and Sit-
well," and added, "Eliot 's influence threatens to predom
inate the new Engl ish" {Letters, p. 44). Nonetheless, in 
scattered comments over the next two years, Crane con
tinued to heap his approbation: Eliot remains one of his 
"favorites" {Letters, p. 66), one of "The people I am 
closest to in Engl ish" {Letters, p. 86), and to Allen Tate 
he acknowledges that he has been led to the poetry of 
Laforgue through Eliot {Letters, p. 88). Two poems 
published in 1921 give marked evidence of Eliot's influence. 
"Porphyro in Akron " juxtaposes a sordid and commercial-
minded urban life against the defeated Keatsian prota
gonist, himself a remnant of the perishing ideal. The debt 
of "Chaplinesque" to "Preludes" is one Crane himself 
declared: "I have made that 'infinitely gentle, infinitely 
suffering thing' of Eliot's into the symbol of the kitten" 
{Letters, p. 66). 
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Crane's most elaborate commentary on Eliot is outlined 
in a long and, unfortunately, incomplete letter 6 to Allen 
Tate on June 12, 1922, a few months before the first pub
lication of The Waste Land. Again, there is both praise 
("I haven't discovered a weak spot yet in his armour.") 
and recommendation ("You wil l profit by reading him 
again and again. I must have read "Prufrock" twenty-
five times and things like the "Preludes" more often. 
His work wil l lead you back to some of the Elizabethans 
and point out the best in them. And there is Henry James, 
Laforgue, Blake and a dozen others in his work."). But 
for the first time, Crane reveals an awareness of dis
parities between his own direction as a poet and that of 
Eliot. In part, he seems to resent, perhaps with some 
jealously,7 Tate's praise of El iot : ". . . you wil l recover 
from the shock. No one ever says the last word." Crane 
allows that he has resisted " a fearful temptation to imitate 
[El iot ] " and can himself go "through him toward a dif
ferent goal." Eliot's negativism is at odds with the dir
ection sought by Crane in his own work. "I, for instance, 
would like to leave a few of his 'negations' behind me, 
risk the realm of the obvious more, in quest of new sen
sations, humeurs" (Letters, p. 90). 

Five months after Crane's letter to Tate, The Waste 
Land was published in Eliot's The Criterion in October and 
in America in The Dial in November. Crane saw it at 
once and the suspicions he had entertained in the earlier 
letter were now reinforced. To Munson on November 20, 
Crane asked, "What do you think of Eliot's The Waste
land! I was rather disappointed. It was good, of course, 
but so damned dead. Neither does it, in my opinion, add 
anything important to Eliot's achievement" (Letters, p. 
105).8 A few weeks later Crane declared his own dis
sociation from Eliot's thematic pessimism ("I take Eliot 
as a point of departure toward an almost complete reverse 
of direction."), even though he admitted that technically 
he could derive much from the expatriate American: "But 
I would apply as much of his erudition and technique as 
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I can absorb and assemble toward a more positive or (if 
[I] must put it so in a sceptical age) ecstatic goal" (Let
ters, pp. 114-15). The distinction here is crucial. Hereafter 
Crane remonstrated at every opportunity about the bleak
ness of Eliot's poetry: ". . . since Eliot and others have 
announced that happiness and beauty dwell only in mem
ory . . . I cry for a positive attitude" (Letters, p. 117). 
Eliot's experimentation ("erudition and technique") re
mained for him, however, a valuable store on which he 
could draw and which he clearly distinguished from Eliot's 
distastefully somber moral perspective.9 

Though he yearned to capture it in his verse, Crane 
discovered the difficulty in maintaining the note of buoy
ant optimism he had originally planned for The Bridge. 
He sensed that in the experience of his own personal life, 
as well as that of American society at large in the 1920's, 
such optimism could not remain unqualified. One of the 
consequences of this realization was Crane's inability to 
go on writing the poem. In the often-cited letter to Waldo 
Frank in June, 1926, shortly after his arrival at the Isle 
of Pines where he was to write "The Tunnel" and other 
parts of the poem, he complained of this impasse: "I am 
only evading a recognition and playing Don Quixote in an 
immorally conscious way . . . . The bridge as a symbol 
today has no significance beyond an economical approach 
to shorter hours, quicker lunches, behaviorism and tooth
picks" (Letters, p. 261). It is the same "absolute im
passe" which he had found in Eliot and described to Tate 
four years earlier. 1 0 Perhaps with partial recognition of 
the similarity Crane went on in the same letter to Frank: 
"El iot and others of that kidney have whimpered fasti
diously" (Letters, p. 261). 

Within days after the letter to Frank, Crane resumed 
the writing of his poem, and one of the means which made 
that possible was the discovery that the affirmations of 
the poem could only be made by the direct confrontation 
with the waste land of American society which surrounded 
him. "The Tunnel" is germane to the structure and out-
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come of the poem for its presentation of this "hades in the 
brain" (The Bridge, p. 67). 

After the publication of The Bridge, the poem was re
viewed favorably by Herbert Weinstock who also con
gratulated Crane personally by letter. In his response to 
Weinstock, Crane defended the unity of his poem by com
paring it directly with The Waste Land. The remarks 
reveal Crane's lingering admiration, almost in spite of 
himself, of Eliot's poem. More importantly, they draw a 
direct comparison between the two poems: "It is per
tinent to suggest, I think, that with more time and fami
liarity with The Bridge you will come to envisage it more 
as one poem with a clearer and more integrated unity and 
development than was at first evident. A t least if my own 
experience in reading and rereading Eliot's Wasteland has 
any relation to the circumstances this may be found to be 
the case. It took me nearly five years, with innumerable 
readings to convince myself of the essential unity of that 
poem. And The Bridge is at least as complicated in its 
structure and inferences as The Wasteland — perhaps more 
so" (Letters, p. 350). Before the publication of The 
Bridge, Crane had written to Waldo Frank that he had also 
compiled notes to the poem: " A reaction to Eliot's 
Waste Land notes put them in my head" (Letters, p. 
271) . Crane, of course, did not include the notes when the 
poem was published. A few days later he wrote again to 
Frank to say that "The Bridge is already longer than The 
Wasteland, — and it's only about half done" (Letters, p. 
272) . 1 1 

"The Tunnel" is the single section of The Bridge that 
appears most indebted to the Eliot influence. This is not to 
say that the poem glosses what Eliot had already done or 
that it relies upon the Eliot-model to sustain its own 
aesthetic identity and vitality. Nonetheless, when Crane 
in his 1926 letter to Frank confessed that the spirit of 
optimism out of which the poem had been begun was now 
dashed by his own disenchantment with American life, he 
proceeded to write "The Tunnel" as a partial reckoning 
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with that disappointment. Inevitably, the poem Crane 
had studied since 1922 lingered in the background of his 
own creative exercise. 

While on the surface various clusters of images may 
appear to constitute the principal linkings between the 
two works, a more fundamental likeness is discernible. 
The use of a network of allusions and symbols makes up 
the fundamental structures of both "The Tunnel" and The 
Waste Land. Characters in both poems appear and re
appear in modified guises, making up a larger shared 
identity within which ironic comparisons and contrasts 
emerge. As Cleanth Brooks has said of the 1922 poem, 
"The poet works in terms of surface parallelisms which in 
reality make ironical contrasts, and in terms of surface 
contrasts which in reality constitute parallelisms." 1 2 The 
figure of the "drowned Phoenician sailor," for example, 
from the tarot deck merges later in the poem with "Phle-
bas the Phoenician, a fortnight dead" and with Mr. Euge-
nides, "the Smyrna merchant." The drowned merchant in 
his several characterizations participates in the identity of 
the drowned god of the ancient fertility and vegetation 
rites, as well as the crucified Christ who appears "hooded" 
on the evening of His resurrection in "What the Thunder 
Said." The "parallelisms" are clearly informed by " ironi
cal contrasts": although the drowned gods of The Golden 
Bough are like the drowned merchant of "Death by 
Water," the cui tic figures of ancient religious ceremonies 
are sharply distinct from Phlebas whose life was fixed upon 
"the profit and loss." The operation of these various al
lusions in the poem compels the reader to be ever on guard. 
Any assertion is always subject to an ironic qualification 
or reversal with the appearance of additional images with
in the given pattern. 

While this method of allusive cross-references is not as 
dense in "The Tunnel," Crane's poem nonetheless demon
strates a fundamentally similar system. A t the time of 
his writing "The Tunnel," the poet called attention to this 
aspect of his work. To Waldo Frank, Crane explained 
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that "the notes and stitches" which make up the poem 
originate in his personal experience "swinging on the strap 
at late midnights going home." He then added: "Are you 
noticing how throughout the poem motives and situations 
recur — under modifications of environment, etc?" (Let
ters, p. 275). 

"The Tunnel" opens with the lines: "Performances, 
assortments, résumés —/ Up Times Square to Columbus 
Circle . . . (The Bridge, p. 65). The reference to Colum
bus Circle not only situates the reader in Manhattan, but 
it recalls to him the figure of Columbus who speaks in 
"Ave Maria, " an earlier section of The Bridge. In that 
poem, the voyager speaks of the great promise his recent 
discoveries portend: "I bring you back Cathay!" (The 
Bridge, p. 5). Columbus Circle in the 1920's, however, is 
an ironic contrast to Columbus' Cathay of 1493. Later, 
one of the passengers encountered on the subway is the 
"Wop washerwoman" who is returning home from her 
chores as a cleaning woman in the city. The poet add
resses her longingly: "O Genoese, do you bring mother 
eyes and hands/Back home to children and to golden hair?" 
(The Bridge, pp. 68-69). The reference to Genoa again 
conjures up the earlier description of Columbus in "Ave 
Mar ia " : "I thought of Genoa . . ." (The Bridge, p. 5). 
The "Wop washerwoman," instead of contrasting with the 
earlier voyager, however, here becomes a reinforcement 
of the Columbus-as-regenerator motif. She is projected as 
the solicitous mother who offers an outpouring of love 
clearly different from the love earlier described in "The 
Tunnel" as " a burnt match skating in a urinal" (The 
Bridge, p. 67). Like The Waste Land, the system discloses 
a pattern of comparisons and contrasts. Columbus Circle 
is the world of "hell's despite" (The Bridge, p. 65), an 
ironic contradiction of Columbus' dream for America; the 
Genoese washerwoman, however, reinforces that dream 
through the poet's vision of her own self-sacrifice and 
motherly compassion. Consequently, Crane's method is 
also one of "surface parallelisms which in reality make 
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ironical contrasts" and "surface contrasts which in reality 
constitute parallelisms." 

"The Tunnel" in its own right is a poem that incorpor
ates allusions frequently — from the epigraph made up of 
lines from Blake's "Morning" to another echo of Blake's 
"Mi l ton" to the character of Poe and references to "The 
City in the Sea" and "The Raven." 

Isolated phrases and lines in "The Tunnel" echo similar 
passages in The Waste Land. The description of the pas
sengers ascending from the bowels of the underground 
transit: 

The intent escalator l i f ts a serenade 
St i l l y 
Of shoes, umbrel las, each eye attending its shoe. . . . 

(The Bridge, p. 68) 

recalls the movement of the crowd over London Bridge 1 3 

in "The Burial of the Dead": 

Sighs, short and infrequent, were exhaled, 
A n d each man f ixed his eyes before his feet. 

{Collected Poems, p. 55) 

The London Bridge section with its Dante allusions is 
echoed in another passage. Eliot's lines read: 

A crowd flowed over London Bridge, so many, 
I had not thought death had undone so many, 

(Collected Poems, p. 55) 

Crane's own evocation of the specter of death in the pre
sence of masses of people, while it also alludes to Poe's 
"The City in the Sea," is not dissimilar. The masses-in-
motion are here removed from the bridge to the subway: 

A n d Death, aloft, — g igant ica l ly down 
P rob ing through you — toward me, O evermore! 

(The Bridge, p. 68) 

The drowning of Phlebas the Phoenician in Part IV of 
The Waste Land occurs as " A current under sea/Picked 
his bones in whispers" {Collected Poems, p. 65), while 
Crane's passengers speak like "surcease of the bone" (The 
Bridge, p. 67). The "oily tympanum of waters" (The 
Bridge, p. 69) which coats the East River at the end of 
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Crane's subway Odyssey recalls Eliot's imagery in "The 
Fire Sermon": "The river sweats/Oil and tar" (Col
lected Poems, p. 63). 

"The Tunnel" concludes with a broken, prayer-like apost
rophe which repeats an earlier line in the poem: 

K i s s of our agony Thou gatherest, 
O H a n d of F i r e 

gatherest — 
(The Bridge, p. 70) 

Eliot's conclusion to "The Fire Sermon" is similar: 
B u r n i n g burn ing burn ing burn ing 
O L o r d Thou pluckest me out 
O L o r d Thou pluckest 

Both passages here deploy formally elevated religious voc
atives ("Thou pluckest" corresponding to "Thou gather
est"; "O Lo rd " corresponding to "O Hand of F i re " ) ; a 
suspended verbal conclusion ("burning" and "gatherest") ; 
as well as the related fire imagery. 

Fragments of conversation, disjunctive and divorced 
from context, are reported in both poems, and to similar 
ends: to provide glimpses into the moral character of the 
speakers who are representative of the larger society. 
Crane's use of this technique was almost certainly drawn 
from his reading of The Waste Land, as well as earlier 
Eliot poems, though, again, conscious imitation is not 
necessarily at work: 

"Wha t 
"what do you want? gett ing weak on the l i nks? 
fandaddle daddy don't ask for change 

(The Bridge, p. 67) 

The frenetic tone of the broken questions and distracted 
responses corresponds to the anxious interrogatives uttered 
between the man and woman in " A Game of Chess": 

'What are you th ink ing of? W h a t th ink ing? W h a t ? 
'I never know what you are th ink ing . Th ink . ' 
I th ink we are i n rat 's a l ley 
Where the dead men lost their bones. 

(Collected Poems, p. 57) 

The device of a speaker quoting himself in earlier con
versation with other parties is common to both poems; one 
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also notes the similarity in the nervous repetition of words 
combined with a tone of righteous self-justification. Crane 
records a speaker: 

" B u t I want service i n this office S E R V I C E 
I said — after 
the show she cried a l i t t le afterwards but — " 

(The Bridge, p. 67) 

and Eliot with the cockney accents of " A Game of Chess": 
When L i l ' s husband got demobbed, I said — 
I didn't mince my words, I said to her myself, 
H U R R Y U P P L E A S E IT 'S T I M E 

(Collected Poems, p. 58) 
Both "The Tunnel" and The Waste Land adhere to a basic 

five-stress line, though with frequent variations of hexa
meters, tetrameters, or even an occasional abandonment of 
quantitative meter in favor of an irregular accentual mea
sure. As narratives incorporating a variety of speaking 
voices, both poems resist the use of many lines in succes
sion which carry fixed metrical repetitions. 

As Harvey Gross has pointed out, The Waste Land 
oscillates between the hortatory and formal lines of blank 
verse and the more conversational idiom of a line of four 
strong stresses.14 Rhetorical questions from both poems, 
for example, evoke both pity and regret in passages which 
are distinguished musically by decelerated and long-vowel-
ed blank verse: 

A n d when they dragged your retching flesh, 
Your t rembl ing hands that night through Ba l t imore — 
That last night on the bal lot rounds, did you 
Shak ing , did you deny the ticket, Poe? 

(The Bridge, p. 68) 
Wha t are the roots that clutch, what branches grow 
Out of this stony rubbish? Son of man, 
Y o u cannot say, or guess, for you know only 
A heap of broken images, where the sun beats. 

(Collected Poems, p. 53) 

A n accentual pattern of basically four stresses per line 
characterizes the more colloquial passages of both poems 
— often with the use of caesuras: 

"what do you want? getting weak on the l i nks? 
fándaddle dáddy don't ásk for change — IS T H I S 
F O U R T E E N T H ? it 's ha l f past s ix she said 

(The Bridge, p. 67) 
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M r . Eugénides, the S m y r n a merchant 
Unshaven, w i th a pocket fu l l of currants 
C.i.f. London : documents at sight, 
Asked me i n demotic French. . . . 

(Collected Poems, p. 61) 

The juxtaposition of rhythmic passages markedly diver
gent from preceding and succeeding passages is another 
practice common to both poems. The description of the 
entry of the passengers at the subway and their move
ment through the turntable in "The Tunnel" occurs to the 
rhythm of the five-stress line. The pattern is broken, how
ever, in the verse paragraph which follows it by the thin, 
elongated stanza of clipped dimeters and trimeters: 

A n d so 
of cities you bespeak 
subways, r ivered under streets 
and r ivers . . . . In the car 
the overtone of mot ion 
underground, the monotone 
of motion is the sound 
of other faces, also underground — 

(The Bridge, p. 66) 

Sherman Paul cites these lines as "cadences vaguely Elio-
t ic . " 1 5 It is not only the cadences, however, but their 
location between surrounding passages of sharp prosodie 
contrast that points to the model of The Waste Land. The 
description in pentameter of Magnus Martyr in "The Fire 
Sermon" beside which "fishmen lounge at noon" is starkly 
broken by the verse paragraph which follows it in a pattern 
not unlike Crane's: 

The r i ver sweats 
O i l and ta r 
The barges dr i f t 
W i t h the tu rn ing tide 
Red sails 
Wide 
To leeward, swing on the heavy spar. 

(Collected Poems, p. 63) 

A comparison of "The Tunnel" and The Waste Land in
dicates noticeable likenesses in images, allusions and meter. 
In some cases the similarities do not seem to result from 
the deliberate imitation of Eliot's model. A t the same 
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time, Crane's close familiarity with The Waste Land does 
not permit one to dismiss the influence of that poem on 
the process of Crane's composition — however indirect or 
subconscious the linkings may be. 

There are major differences between the two poems. 
The Waste Land, besides being three times the length of 
"The Tunnel," functions according to a plan that makes it 
notably more complex in theme and symbol, in treatment 
of setting, and in temporal disjunctiveness. Its adherence 
to a substructure of various mythic levels is fundamentally 
different from "The Tunnel" which follows a simpler plan 
of clearer narrative sequence. It is true that in a general 
sense both poems incorporate a journey pattern: Crane's 
poem follows the geographical progression of the subway 
passage from Manhattan under the East River to Brooklyn 
— hence paralleling the arc of the bridge overhead. Eliot's 
poem loosely imitates the quest of the Grail Knight who 
traverses a waste land, encounters a fisher-king, visits the 
Chapel Perilous and encounters the Grail objects of the 
tarot deck. Eliot's journey, however, is far less cohesive 
and consistent than Crane's; the Grail Knight is much less 
clearly defined as protagonist than the narrator of "The 
Tunnel." 1 6 

The moral perspective of The Waste Land is more fun
damentally didactic than Crane's. The earlier poem never 
permits the reader to forget the moral alternatives which 
are available as a means out of the circumstances of torpor 
and sterility. A t the same time, Eliot's admonishments 
are heeded little if at all within the narration of the poem 
itself, and his vision does not lead to the transfixing 
apotheosis which is exhibited by Crane in "At lant is" and 
other parts of The Bridge. The final Hindu blessing with 
which The Waste Land concludes is warranted in the poem 
only on the terms of the protagonist who asks "Shall I at 
least set my lands in order?" as he fishes "with the arid 
plain behind me" (Collected Poems, p. 69). Allen Tate 
has suggested that the pessimism of Eliot and Crane is 
fundamentally different. Eliot's, he suggests, is founded in 
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the "decay of the individual consciousness and its fixed 
relations to the world," while Crane's acknowledges a stub
born recalcitrance on the part of individual men toward 
embracing " a new kind of freedom that he [Crane] identi
fied emotionally with the age of the machine." 1 7 Though 
The Bridge is not ignorant of the breakdown between the 
individual and the culture, Tate is surely correct in sug
gesting that Crane's faith in the power of poetic vision is 
greater than Eliot's. Crane's transcendental optimism is 
rooted in the ideals of the American past; in the generative 
visions of Walt Whitman, Wil l iam Blake, P. D. Ouspen-
sky, and, more recently, Waldo Frank; in the mythic capa
ciousness of figures like Columbus and Pocahontas; and in 
Crane's own inveterate determination to achieve " a more 
positive or (if [I] must put it so in a sceptical age) ecstatic 
goal" (Letters, p. 115). Eliot had found little solace in re
sources such as these in his movement toward a Christian 
orthodoxy. 

"The Tunnel" as one part of The Bridge does not share 
the visionary optimism one finds elsewhere in the poem. 
While Crane had pointed to the commercialism of Ameri
can society in "The River" and "Quaker H i l l , " to its pot
ential for massive destruction in "Cape Hatteras," to its 
tawdry abuse of sexual love in "National Winter Garden," 
and even to the despair revealed by the bedlamite, "shri l l 
shirt ballooning," as he plunges to his suicidal death in 
"Proem," it is only in "The Tunnel" that he totally un-
disguises the sustained horrors of modern American soc
iety. The poem has larger overtones of Ulysses' descent 
into the underworld, Dante's passage through the inferno, 
or even the religious mystic's dark night of the soul. More 
than to any of these mythic precedents, however, Crane 
seems to have turned to The Waste Land. That poem was 
a source, however indirect, that proved valuable in the 
composition of the poem that he sent off upon completion 
to The Criterion. The force and power of "The Tunnel" is 
owing to Crane's own poetic originality; at no point does 
the reader discern servitude on his part to the model of 
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Eliot. But as Crane learned, Eliot's moral landscape could 
not be rejected out of hand. Only by assimilating fully 
that perspective could the poet proceed to justify the con
geries of uplifting images with which he concluded the 
poem in "Atlantis." Finally, the relation of The Waste 
Land to "The Tunnel" establishes authoritatively one more 
instance of the range and versatility of Eliot's presence in 
the making of modern poetry. 
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